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We obtain a characterization fall those topological properties of regular Hausdorff spacer;, that 
are preserved under thi: formation of arbitrary products, closed subspaces and continuous 
surjections. 
rj;zi Stone-tech compactrfwatwn of discrete spaces 
If X is any topological space, -jYe let the same X denote its underlying set also, 2 ad 
let XI denote the set X with the discrete topology. /3Xd denotes the Stone-tech 
compactification f Xd* The ultrafilters on X are viewed as elements of jWds and are 
denoted by p, 9, etc. All spaces considered here are Hausdorff spaces. 
IWui8ka. Let 9r be a collection of ultrafilters otr various ets. (9 need not be a set; 
that is, the cardinalities ofthe unditrlying sets of the members of 9 need not have an 
upper bound.) A Hausdorff space X is said to be 9-compac~ if the following is true: 
and Y is the underlying set of p, and whenever f : Y --) X is any 
8 a wntinuous extension f : Y v {p} -3, X where Y CJ ip) is given 
from @Ya. (Equivalently, for every such function f, there is a point x 
t f-‘( V) belongs to p for every neighbourhood V of x 
Bit mpactness has been considered b;s Mary tapologists: 
it ultr~v~om~actn~ss. It is an easy leogbseq 
of the prmf of our t 
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w-boundedness introduced in [b], among regular spaes. This quivalence already 
has been established in[ 111. 
(c) [ 1 l] has made an intensive and very interesting study of compactness, for
not a singleton, and1 higher cardinal versions of p-compactness. *. \ I _I : :1 1 .) : 
* I 
We use the abbreviation “PCS property” for a nk&ivi~kl~‘-$&o&&& wed- 
hereditary, Surjective property”, that is, a property of Mausdorff ~~cyes, preserved 
under the formation of arbitrary products, cbsd subspqs abd conkinkous ur- 
jections, and satisfied by at least one space with more than one .e&nent. 
Theorem. If 95s a collectiofl of ultrafiltem~ then Sco??&WSNesB is a lKSw*. 7?te 
converse is also true among regultzr spt2cesS Ahwe pc&elyS if P k Afly PCS pcloperty, 
then there xists a coliection- S of ultrafilters uch that the following holds: A regular 
space X is S-compact if and only if Xsatisjks P. 
Proof. We divide the proof into several steps. 
§tep 1. Let 9 be any collection of ultrafilters. Then we claim that S-compactness is a 
PCS property. Let {X,: a E J) be a family of &ompact spaces, let X be their 
product and let {P, : a E J} be the respective projection maps. If f : Y -+X is any 
function, Twhere Y is the underlying set of some p in *, then by the 3kompactnessof 
each Xa there is a continuous map c from Yd w (p} to .3& extending Pp Q f. There 
exists then a continuous map f* : Yd u { p} +X such that PII 0 fL = E for every QI in J. 
Thisp is clearly a continuous extension off, mapping Yd {J {p} into X Thus X is also 
9-compact. If Y is a closed subspace of an 9-compact space X, then the 
5compactness of Y easily follows from the fact g(A) c s(ili)for every subset A and 
for every continuous g. Lastly if g : X 3 Y is a continuous onto map, where X is 
9kompact, let us show that Y is also Sr-compact. If p E has 2 as the underlying 
set and if f: 2 + Y is any function there is at least one h :Z *X (by axiom of 
choice) such that f = g Q h. On the other hand, sinccs X is $F-compact, h extends 
to a continuous function h* :Z u(p}+X, Then putting f* =$g *h*, we see that 
f* : Z u (p} + Y is a continuous extension of f. 
S:tq 2. We borrow the following result from [U]: Every productive closed-hereditary 
subcategory of the category HAUS of Hausc!.orF spaoas, is@reflective. See also [7]. 
We now state this more precisely, in the folr-m suitab%a for our proof. 
Let P be any nontrivial topological propeg ty ~UIE Hausdorff spaces pr 
the formation of products and closed subsp: ces. Then for every Hausdorff spl~lce X, 
there is it Hausdorff space X* satisfying P (called P-reflection of X), and 8 
rx :X+X* such that 
that P-reflection X of x is unique tip to horneomo~hi~m. By a 
y ‘wk’ mean a property of topologicaf spam lpreselved by _ 
S&p 3. ‘Let P be any nontrivial topological property of Hausdorff spaces prestlrq*ed 
under the formatian Of prMucts:and Wsed s~bsp~ces. Then the following $o id: 
(a) ‘The two point discrete spa@ {QI} an&any compact E9ausdorfl zero-c?Cnen- 
sionsl spa” satisfjf F? 
(b) Far anyinfinite discrete space D, r~ : D 3 0” is one to one and for each x in D, 
r&) iS a o@en and closed subset of D*.-Hence r~ is a homeomovhism ofD onto 
rD(D). . j 
ht$ (a) Since P is nontrivial and closed hereditary and topological we easil!r get 
that the two point discrete space (0, 1) satisfies R Also any compact Hausdorff 
zerodimensional space is homeon:xphic to a closed subspace of (0, 1)" for some 
cardinal M. Hence any compact Hausdorff zerodimensional space satisfies P. 
(b) Let x ED. We define f : D + (0,l) by f(x) = 0 and f(D\{x)) = 1. Then f is 
continuous. By (a) and Step 2 there exists a unique continuous map p : .D* + (0,l) 
such that f=f)L*t~, Now fll(r&))=f(x)=O and ~(rb(y))=f(y)=‘l for each 
y E D\(x). Hence we get r&x) # rp(y). So it follows $I, is one to one. We now have 
f%(D)\r&)) = 1. By Step 2, D r (D) is dense in D* and D* is a Hausdori? space. 
Hence to each element z E D*\r&) the:e is a net from r&D)\r&) converging to z. 
Since f, is icontinuous this yields that fF(z) = 1. Hence TV&) = f”-‘(O). But (0) is lopen 
and closed in (0, 1). Hence {r&x)} is own and closed in D*. The last statement in (b) 
now follows easily. 
Sfep 4. Let P be a topological property of Hausdorff spaces which is preserved under 
the formation of arbitrary products and closed subspaces. Let D be an infin3e 
discrete space. L,let D” and r%, be as given by Step 2. Then there exicts a unique 
continuous map $ : D* + @R wch that 
(a) $ * r~ = In the identity map of D into PD. 
(b) If x E R”\r&D), then $(x)~flDKk 
(c) If x E D*\r&D) and #(x)=p, thlen 9 restricted to ro(D)u {x} is a 
homeomorphism onto D u { p} with the respi=ctive subspace topologies from D* 
and PD. 
Bvof. (a) By Step 3(a), satisfies P and Ir,:D -) @D is a continuous map. Hence 
ists a unique continua map 4 : I’?* -) f3D such that 9 0 rE, = IO. 
Then e(x) is an open :,nd closed set ipI 
ana eldsed in D* anI3 x E A. 13~~ 
(c) Let x E D*\ro(D), +(x) = p. E$y (b) #(&@?a Sin= #J :D? * #3p is continuous 
we get that # restricted to rn[D) Q{X} is a &&inuous map’ into D v(p). By (a) 
rl 0 fD = ID and by Step 3(b), rD is one to one onto from Dto rD(D). Hence $ is one to 
one onto from rD(D) to D and Jl(x) = p& D. Hence # maps rD(D) v {x} bijectively to 
DUIPI- 
Let Fd” = {A c Q(D): A u {.r) is a neighbourhti of .y’ ‘n RD(D~ {a)), S&q ~$2) 
is dense in rp)(D) u {x) we get ,hT, is a filter in &D). I[ B c D,is a member of the ultra 
filter p then B u {p] is a neig’hbourhood f p in D u {pj. Since # i&continuous we 
have tf ‘(B TV) iis a neighbourhood f x in r&D) ~{x} and, hence e*-‘(B) E, &. 
Thus the filter hr, contains the filter {$“(B): d) E pi. Since # is bijqctiy-from ED 
to D and p is nn ultvafilter in D we get {3/-‘(B): B up} is an ultrafilter in m(D). This 
yields easily that !Vx =:{$“(B): B&p). We claim now that @ is an open map from 
~D(D)u(x} t0 DtJ{p}. 
Let U be an ‘Dpen set in row (x}. If x G U, then U\{~}E N’ and hence 
U\{x} = tf’(B) for some B E p. Thus +( L”\{x})E p and hence e(U) is a neighbour- 
hoodofp=9(xiinDw(p}.IfyEUandy#xtlrenIdr(~)eDn3r(U),Birdthendr(y) 
is open in PD and so e(U) is a neighbourhood f e(y). It foliovvs that $(V) is ain apcn 
set. 
Now # is continuous, bijective and open from ED u(x) to D u(p) and hencle (c) 
follows. 
Srep 5. Let A be a dense subset of a space Y atlId f : Y + X be a map into a re;p,ular 
space X. If for each y E Y, f’lA u(y) is contk;ous from the ~ubspace A u(y) into 
X then f is a continuous map from Y into X. This can be found in [2, p. $13, [J, BH], 
[8, III D-j. 
Sr4p 6. Let P be a PCS property. We associate acollection 9 of ultrafilters to p as 
fOllQW% 
For each infinite cardinal prt let D, be a fixed discrete space of cardinal m, D$, b 
the P-reflection of D, (as in Step 2). (Any PCS property satisfies the,conditiona of 
Step 2.) Let &,, be the map of D”, into /3Dm given by Step 4). Let now 
4& = {p E &,,@~ )\D,p : nt an infinite cardinal). 
Sfep ?. Let P be a PCS property and 41F the scssot:iated collection of uhrafilters given 
by Step 6. Let now X be a regular $kompact #pace. Then X satisfies P. 
Proof. If X is finite, then it is a compact P’au~dorff zero-dimensional space and 
hence by Step 3(a) X satisfies P. 
Let now X be infinite of cardinal m, Let f : Drn +X be a bijectiun from D, onto X. 
mpact he, map $ ;Dm +X can be 
} receives subhead 
&A (tm (D”,, ‘when 
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Wetftfineno~J:~~(13~)~+Xbyf(~~=f andifp~~m(D*,)\El,,f(p)=fp(p). 
We can easily apply Step 5 now. This yields that f is a continuous ;aap of & (Dz) 
on& 111”. Now 70 tirn is a continuous map from D~~dlttd X and DE satisfies P, Since P 
is a PCS pi6pbty We get X satisfies P. 
Step 8. Let X be a space satisfying F, Then X is 9-compact. 
and let Dm be its underlying set. Let f :I&, +X be 31 map. We have 
to show. that f admits p coptinuous extension fp : D, u { p} + X when D, u (p} is 
given the subpace topology from @I,,,. 
Since f is com%uoug from the disrxete space D, and X satisfies P by Step 2 there 
exists a cktinuous ma f%Dz-,X such thatporD=f. 
Since pE$, p=em ) for some x ED& We now define f’ :& u(p)-4 by 
fp lDm = f and fP(p) = p(x). Then fP is easily the composite of Jl;;l’ : 0, u (p}c* rDm 
(D,,,)u{x} and f’! By Step 4(c) we get easily fP is continuous. It follows that X is 
3kompact. Steps (1) to (3) eskrblish the theorem. 
Cotolby. A Huusdofl spuce is compact if and only if it is both regultrr and 
,9lcompact, where 9 is the collection of all ultrufilters. 
Since [O, 1] is a continuous image of {O,l}“~and every compact Hsusdorff spwe is a 
closed subspace of [O, 11” for some cardina! m, utilizing Step 3(a) we get easily that 
the category CH of compact Hausdorff spaces is the smallest nontrivial PCS 
subcategory ofHAWUS. Thus compactnt=ss is the strongest of all the PCS properties. 
On the other hand, the various p-compactnesses (where p is a sintile ultrafilter) are 
the minimal PCS properties (among regular spaces). 
Remrrr3r% (1) The same proof goes through, to characterize the class of properties 
that ard productive, closed-hereditary and “regular-surjecftve” (the last word 
meaning thEt they are preserved by conti uous surjectirsns to wwlar spaces). 
contains afree u14raNfer without he countable intersec.:tion property (in 
any free ultrafilter can a se6 iof nonmeasurable cardinal), then every 
compact space is countably corn! Ba;t. The converse is also true; iw fact, if p 
contains no cuch ultrafilter then every space of nonmeasurable cardinal, as wel? as 
every realo. .*pact space is 3kompact. The same applaes to PCS properties. If an 
infinite disc1 space satisfies aPCS property P, t’:len P is implied by realcompact- 
ise, P implies countable compactness, 
be a ass oF spaces, Then the smallest PCS category containing ti is the 
class of all con:inuws i es of closed subspac~s of products o 
exists a CBr 
1:s not ~-bounded. From tk is on’: 
146 v. K&Wt#t$ 1, p(=s.JWt?pW~S 
gets easily that the ndbtim of N in the PCS cate 43?4k@ Hawdwff ut;racmmpract 
spaces is not reguhu.. ^ ’ / 
(5) The first author has been able to prove that ar-bwndedness in HAUS,is not a 
9-compactness property and has also obtained acharacterization f PCS properties 
in HAUL 
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